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January Overview 

Much of mainland Europe’s larger economies also saw decreases in COVID cases 

during January. Unfortunately, the vaccine rollout has not been as swift as in the UK, 

which could impact the economic recovery across the region. This is already evident 

in the flash composite PMI figure for January showing a decline from 49.1 in December 

to 47.5 in January. And indeed, the restrictions that have been in place across the Euro 

area are already expected to have hampered this recovery somewhat as market 

estimates are for 1% quarter on quarter GDP contraction in Q4. The bloc is also still 

stuck in a deflationary environment with December CPI showing the fourth 

consecutive month of -0.3% and the fifth consecutive negative month. Despite this 

backdrop, the ECB’s Governing Council announced no additional monetary policy 

measures, although noted that they “stand ready to adjust all of our instruments” and 

that “ample monetary stimulus remains essential”. 

Following a peak in COVID-19 cases in the US in early January, the daily number of 

cases had almost halved by the end of the month. Unfortunately, daily deaths still 

remain elevated. Unemployment remained at 6.7% in December and the number of 

jobs (non-farm payrolls) decreased by 140,000 in the same month, the first fall since 
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April and well below the expected 71,000 increase. The forward-looking flash 

composite PMI improved, however, increasing in January to 58 from 55.3 in 

December, with Manufacturing PMI hitting a record high 59.2. This combined with the 

Democrat victories in Georgia giving them control over Congress should open up a 

greater opportunity for expansionary fiscal policies to be implemented. This will be 

tested early as a $1.9 trillion ‘Rescue Plan’ has already been proposed, providing 

support for households, communities and small businesses. And towards the end of 

the month, the provisional quarter on quarter GDP growth figure for Q4 was recorded 

at 4%, a good base for any fiscal stimulus to build-on. On the monetary policy side 

there were no notable policy changes from January’s Federal Open Markets 

Committee meeting but it was noted that policy will remain “highly accommodative as 

the recovery progresses”, which markets reacted positively to. 

No sooner had the UK returned to regional tiering, it ended up in another national 

lockdown in early January, fairly swiftly ending any ‘Brexcitement’ following the 

Christmas eve Brexit deal. That said, the number of new cases each day fell markedly 

in January, with daily deaths also starting to fall towards the end of the month. The 

national lockdown was, however, reflected in a weak composite Purchasing Managers 

Index (PMI) figure which dropped from a barely expansionary 50.4 in December to 40.6 

in January. Manufacturing PMI was more resilient, falling to 54.1 but still expansionary. 

The Services PMI was most affected as it slumped from 49.4 in December to 38.8 in 

January. Backward looking data is not any rosier, with unemployment ticking up to 5% 

in November, its highest level since August 2016. And there were new concerns that 

more infectious strains (new UK and SA variants) of Coronavirus were becoming more 

prevalent among UK cases. In better news, the UK’s vaccine rollout is in full swing with 

a little under 15% of the population having already received at least one dose of the 

COVID-19 vaccine which is far ahead of almost all other countries. There are signs that 

consumers are taking the latest coronavirus wave and lockdown in their stride as retail 

sales are up year-on-year in December for the 6th month in a row, driven by strength 

in online sales. 

Daily cases of Coronavirus in Japan spiked in January but had fallen back down again 

by the end of the month. Daily deaths remain elevated however. Around the time of the 

initial spike, a state of emergency (and travel restrictions) was declared in Tokyo and 

three surrounding areas. A further eight areas were added to that list later in the month. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, a preliminary estimate of composite PMI for January shows 

the figure falling month-on-month for the first time since March 2020, to 46.7 – still 

contractionary. Also, the inflation figure for December was probably most challenging 
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for the Bank of Japan as inflation was recorded at -1.2%, the lowest level in over 10 

years. 

China appears to have recovered well to end the year and looks to be the only large 

economy to have grown during 2020. Their annualised GDP growth for Q4 was 6.5% 

and although their composite PMI fell in December from 57.5 to 55.8, the previous level 

was a 10-year high and it is still comfortably in expansionary territory. 

January was a mixed month for the euro. It strengthened 0.7% against the Japanese 

Yen, but was down 1.2% against the pound, 0.7% against the US dollar and 0.1% 

against the Australian dollar. It was up against emerging market currencies however, 

rising 1.8% against the South African rand and 4.4% against the Brazilian real. 

Asset Classes 

Risk assets had a good start to the month but fell towards the end of the month and 

only EM (driven by China) and developed Asia delivered positive equity returns in euro 

terms. Pan-Europe was the weakest equity asset class. Real asset classes also 

struggled with listed infrastructure and listed property delivering negative returns in 

euros. Commodities however had a good month, helped by the price of oil rising in 

early January. 

Fixed income assets were not immune to falls. High Yield, however, was the relatively 

better performer, likely assisted by the index exposure to energy names who 

performed better on stronger oil prices. 
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Always seek the advice and support of your investment adviser before making any 

significant changes to your investment positions. 

This outlook and commentary does not constitute an offer and should not be taken as 
a recommendation from the author or Thomond Asset Management. Advice should 
always be sought from an appropriately qualified professional. 
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WARNINGS 
1. The income you get from an investment 
may go down as well as up.  
2. The value of your investment may go 
down as well as up.  
3. Benefits may be affected by changes in 
currency exchange rates.  
4. Past performance is not a reliable guide 
to future performance. 
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Thomond Asset Management is regulated 
by the Central Bank of Ireland as an 
Investment Business Firm under Section 
10 of the Investment Intermediaries Act, 
1995 (as amended) and registered as an 
insurance, reinsurance or ancillary 
insurance intermediary under the 
European Union (Insurance Distribution) 
Regulations, 2018. 
 


